Permission Form 2019 – 2020

Child’s Name: _______________________________________________________________________

Photos/Videos
The Blaustein Early Childhood Center may photograph and/or video my child and use these images in print and online for brochures, websites, promotional, and/or advertising purposes (no names will be used without prior permission). Please check this line _____ if you do not give consent.

Buddy Book/Party Invites/PTA
Your child’s family contact information (phone number and email) may be shared with other families and the PTA for class lists and other school related emails or functions. Please check this line _____ if you do not give consent.

Walking
We believe the outdoors is a vital part of our curriculum as children are constantly learning from their environments. Often we will incorporate walks into the schedule either inside or outside of the building. Please check this line _____ if you do not give consent for your child to take part in walks on the grounds of the JCC.

Swim
One of the greatest advantages to being at the JCC is the use of the pool. The children will have access to swim lessons with a swim instructor during the school day, based on their class schedule. Please check this line _____ if you do not give consent for your child to swim at our facility.

Parent Name (please print): _______________________________________________________________________

Parent Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: ______________